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CRIME SUMMARY
This summary is to provide general highlights of items of interest and does not necessarily reflect every
incident responded to or current investigations

This summary provides information covering a 24 hour period beginning at 12:00 a.m. through 11:59 p.m. for 01/07/13

Activity Information
0244

OWI/HIT &RUN

Murphy

0805

MDOP

Hunt

1047

B&E

Compton

1825

Retail fraud

Cyrbok

2140

Interfering W/ Police

McDonagh

600 blk E. Cross OWI: Ofc’s responded to a Hit and Run PDC (
parked vehicle). Ofc located the suspect car leaving the area. The
suspect vehicle was stopped and the driver was arrested for OWI.
500 blk W. Cross MDOP: Victim reports that some time during the
night an unknown subject smashed out his window. No suspect at
this time.
100 blk S Washington B&E: Victim reports that someone entered his
apartment with a key then poured Ajax on his cloths and took some
electronics. Victims believe it was his ex-girlfriend.
400 Blk E Michigan; Complainant advised an unknown subject took
an item out of the business without paying the cashier. Suspect fled
scene prior to officers’ arrival.
400 Blk N Adams; Officers were at location investigating a complaint
and made contact with an intoxicated 33yr old male who attempted
to keep officers out of the location. Suspect was arrested, lodged at
YPD and later released.

Arrest Information:
36yr old B/M was arrested for OWI-Hit and Run Accident
33 yr old B/M was arrested for interfering W/ police
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